Hash-based document extraction in corporate mobile devices using ontological architectures
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Due to the rapid technological advances in mobile and wireless networking devices, personal computing has moved towards ad hoc and pervasive environments. Today, the dynamic nature of mobile applications and services have integrated them far more in end-users’ lives. Organizations need an effective way of handling their information system for their employees and customers. Mobile devices such as notebook computers, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), smart phones owned by the corporate and individual users should be adaptable into the existing business environment. In this paper, we present a hash-based framework, namely SCDE (Shared Corporate Data Extraction) using the current ontological architectures of the corporate domains. This study presents a semantic hashing mechanism formulating an effective search query and assists users with an easier query builder interface. It also extends the features of the “user preferences sub-ontology” and provides an effective performance against well-known weaknesses of mobile devices. Our model also supports future plans of users’ interaction with semantic structures, knowledge sharing and new business opportunities for Corporate Information Management Systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in mobile computing have given people great flexibility to use the Internet and the services provided by organizations. The function of working freely from time and place is the most important aspect of mobile computing. Employees can always access their organizational data, download or upload necessary documents, conduct organizational business and interact with other employees. Today’s mobile communication infrastructures are generally centralized and require internetworking devices like access points and base stations. The heterogeneity and well-known constraints of mobile devices make automated discovery and management of web based information systems difficult, while the storage and processing capabilities still need centralized structures. On the other hand, when we looked at the current distributed architectures classified as “client-server”, “peer-to-peer”, collaborative or service oriented, they all focus on sharing common business services. Storing and retrieving the related data is an important function for these systems.

However, the increased computational power, new applications, and large memories have enabled mobile devices to search quickly in the large collections of documents and pre-organized ontological architectures. Various mobile devices used in different environments should support user activities and allow them do their jobs. Contextual information such as location, time, user and device profiles enable user adaptation according to the requirements like “where they are” and “what to run”. The simplest description of context data can only be organized with ontologies (Dey, 2001; Flanagan et al., 2003). Ontologies are widely used in web technologies, however there are still difficulties in building them properly (Shin et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Veijalainen, 2008) since they require a large amount of computational power and memory resources that might not fit the properties of mobile devices. Additionally, pervasive systems include a high number of mobile devices and need access to different ontology-based information repositories with different interfaces.
In this paper, we define an adaptable architectural framework named SCDE (Shared Corporate Data Extraction) that allows using an ontological architecture in the centralized server side and an automated hashing mechanism in the client side. First, we extend the keyword and the related data descriptions in the corporate servers as new concepts. Concepts in the mobile, personal and corporate sub-ontologies correspond to a name, title or topic in our SCDE. We have a better chance of building queries by using these words. Second, our hybrid approach is able to execute an efficient query matching by using the common similarity algorithms with the embedded peer address feature in XML messages. This structure extends the features of the user preferences and provides an effective performance against well-known location discovery weakness of mobile devices. This paper also has the following contributions:

i) The extension of ontological structures into the mobile devices,
ii) A novel SCDE (Shared Corporate Data Extraction) architecture,
iii) An adaptable framework for companies,

**Literature review**

The use of ontologies in pervasive systems has been researched and applied to a large number of studies. They can be ranged from the discussions and realization of mobile ontology in different distributed systems to the enhancements of semantic reasoning technologies for information retrieval. To the best of our knowledge, considering the increasing growth of mobile applications, Glover and Davies (2005) described an ontology of mobile devices and user profiles. Thant and Naing (2005), Bianchini et al. (2006) proposed a migration framework through the ontology-based approaches for mobile applications to enable a seamless user-experience while the users move around in a pervasive computing environment.

Antovski (2007) explained the implementation and utilization of different mobile services and proposed fuzzy logic ontology for the citizens’ access devices in a government project. Veijalainen (2008) reviewed different ontologies in the field of computer science and introduced mobile ontologies. He also discussed the ontology creation issues, business aspects and some basic requirements for computer systems. Villanueva et al. (2009) defined a framework that automatically generates a specific implementation of different mobile access patterns and used ontology by means of Web Services. Malizia et al. (2010) developed ontologies by investigating accessibility guidelines, emergency response systems, communication systems and explained their information needs for different kinds of users and conditions. Several research efforts have recently emerged in the field of service discovery based on semantic data representation and technologies. They used flexible matching techniques between user requirements and service capabilities in dynamic wireless environments.

Faro et al. (2003) illustrated an ontological approach for the design of Mobility Information Systems. Their semantic approach was independent from the system implementation. They facilitated data collection and the control of remote devices. Jung et al. (2005) proposed a web information framework on wireless networks. They generated templates for users’ input and semantic tagging in order to extract particular pieces of information and send them to the corresponding users instead of sending the whole text. Kalaoja et al. (2006) and Mena et al. (2006) presented semantic ontologies for home services and how mobile users easily and efficiently reach necessary application software. They presented an analysis of vocabulary ontologies for the technical features of mobile devices and the location and access methods of various remote databases. Nedos et al. (2006) presented a semantic service discovery model for distributed ontology matching and defined a protocol to disseminate ontology concepts. Jeon et al. (2008) and Lee et al. (2009) presented semantic search systems based on personalized preferences/keywords and built ontologies for mobile devices and wireless networks.

Nummiahao et al. (2009) discussed how existing semantic knowledge basics can be utilized in creating explanations about the challenges of mobile devices. Corradi et al. (2005) and de Almeida et al. (2006) proposed semantic support functionality to mobile portable devices by using context data like user/device profiles, behaviours, movements, necessities and policies presented in an ontological approach. Han et al. (2007) showed how such an adaptation of the Semantic concepts could help browsing with mobile devices and address content personalization.

Yuan and Yeh (2006); Niazi and Mahmoud, (2009) presented frameworks for content sharing ontologies based on user preferences and device capabilities. They provided a semantically enriched profile-based service description and integrate it with the ontology. Park (2010) proposed a device recommender system that selects automatically customized devices for composing a user required service and uses context-aware inference in peer-to-peer environments.

Mobile pervasive systems use keyword searching to locate and exploit required services in the dynamic environments. Mobile peers have not only stored semantically close services in their local database, but also found and requested the services from their neighbours. Different indexing mechanisms are used to decrease the data access time in different devices. Parent et al. (2001) used a combination of Information Extraction techniques by analyzing single pages, ontologies, and the mining of a user’s previous search
Proposed mobile ontology

The information exchange in e-business has been supported by new technologies like Semantic Web and mobile technologies. While semantic approaches address the issues of information complexity and machine understanding, mobile systems enable users to exploit these capabilities at any time and place. Semantic information is kept on ontologies that include shared and common modelling of different domains. Ontologies are used in many knowledge management applications by the organizations and improve the semantic collaboration among user devices.

Distribution of RDF (Resource Description Framework - an XML-based language for creating common metadata models about the particular information resources for the Web contents of a company domain) models of different mobile devices in a pervasive environment provide a flexibility for the applications, computing resources and information. If mobile peers use client-server architectures in a centralized domain, their way of information retrieval is based on centralized knowledge repositories and specific servers (application, web, database etc.). But, if they share files over the Internet without any centralized resource, there is only one possibility for robust and scalable information delivery which is Semantic Web.

Inspired by the model worked by Khushraj and Lassila (2005) for the integration of semantic descriptions of Web services with semantic models of the user’s local data, we thought to enable employees of any company use their current context status, web history, personal data and corporate data by using an underlying semantic model among mobile peers (Figure 1). Semantic grouping of mobile users with their collaborative functions like service creation and service discovery in order to handle query request-response mechanisms requires ontological implementations. Our architectural

Figure 1. Integration of Mobile Sub-Ontology into the Corporate Ontology.
methodology describes the flow of personal information and business data among corporate mobile users. User Profile data indicates different user preferences related with what information they generally request and when/where/how they do this. Parameter ontology addresses different services and their related data in service ontology. The example below gives the idea of how we set up a service by using the necessary parameter words and current profile data with a query phrase typed in the user interface. User profile has the hierarchical information of users' favourite teams, calendar has the scores for each week and a query typed in user's own device first checks the local database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Football_team-&gt;Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>Week 9</td>
<td>Fenerbahce-&gt;Score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Service ontology enables users to reach query caches in their mobile devices or locate the service in another mobile node which has the greatest similarity values with the received query. In order to create a linear relation among organizational entities, there should be a predefined tree structure, classification of services, nodes that owned the services, and most importantly necessary keywords to search for the requested query results. Schrimpsher and Etzkorn (2009) developed a software engineering approach that improves a correct query handling methodology over the ontological structure. They considered that agents on the mobile devices need a subset of web service ontology and discussed to create an ontology sub-graph. This also affected our motivation about necessary ontologies for the semantic management of corporate and personal information repositories. By using such a system, the mobile users will store and retrieve information about their contacts, personal and organizational activities, services, events and documents. With the appropriate interface designs, the ontologies and query builders enable an easily customizable personal storage in mobile devices that will serve as a memory aide for the user.

**Ontological architecture**

We focus on structures like Personal and Corporate Information Sources for a business environment and specific information in an application domain. Thus, we avoid discussing formal ontology aspects like taxonomies, axioms, conceptual graphs and construction details. Our purpose is to provide a basic and simple framework to facilitate information exchange in a mobile business environment. When dealing with organizational information, we come across with different interfaces of web services, web pages, official letters and documents, technical reports, e-mails etc.

Many of the employees require this type of information through client-server, collaborative or peer-to-peer architectures. Dynamic characteristics of mobile networks make discovery of predefined services difficult. Using ontological structures increases the consensus of different services and presents a common representation. Matching the distributed ontologies in each mobile device provides a considerable scalability in the network environment. While building sub-ontology for our own corporate mobile devices, we examined various sub-ontologies such as services sub-ontology, content sub-ontology, context sub-ontology, application sub-ontology, trust sub-ontology, device profile sub-ontology and user profile sub-ontology.

Mobile databases like UltraLite, DB2e, Microsoft SQL Server Compact, Oracle9i Lite provide mobile users to enter, store and retrieve their data while they move. Information should be synchronized with a centralized server-based database in the organization from time to time. We accept that default ontological implementations with semantic comparability provide a higher degree of matching based on hierarchical ontology concepts when query searches run. But, applying a distributed hash table strategy among peers and keeping previous query caches in each mobile device local database will offer more efficient insertion and retrieval mechanism.

**Semantic hashing**

The common way of keyword search in Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) is to construct distributed indexes of each different keyword. But it suffers from the limited resources (processing, bandwidth, and storage) in mobile systems. Wenhui et al. (2007) present a scalable keyword search for DHTs in domain ontology of mobile peer systems. Hash table holds the records (hash value, keyword, and related data) according to the unique keys extracted from mobile ontology concepts, and instances. Each entry into the hash table takes one-by-one key and its value as parameters. The important factor in mobile information sharing is the proper and understandable expression of the XML-based queries including the search keys.

Daswania, Garcia and Yang (2003) distinguished key-based, keyword-based and schema-based systems. While key-based systems request documents with a unique hash-key assigned to their names, keyword-based systems look for keywords like title or topic and schema-based systems use semantic data for documents. Schema-based systems also allow users to describe background knowledge in repositories and automatically support their queries with personalization of user profiles. Our query mechanism adapts these three different cases explained as below:

i) Given the key extracted from ontology concepts->keyword-based systems
ii) Search documents related with the keyword and retrieve related data with its unique hash value->key-based process
iii) Pre-search in previous query results stored in local...
request in order to ask the web server for semantic comparison. Whenever the nodes upgrade their local hash tables with new keywords, they send “put (hash value, data)” messages to neighbour nodes in the network domain. So, iterative lookups for future query comparisons reduce useless forwarding of full table changes. If necessary documents and filenames are divided into different keywords, then each of these keywords is separately hashed and stored in the local database with the corresponding keywords and filename. A search with one of the keywords finds the proper node first and retrieves the filenames that contain the keyword. Since every filename in the list has its hash value, the chosen file can then be obtained. Once these components are in place, a typical use of our hash table mechanism for storage and retrieval may proceed as follows (Figure 3).

We suppose the key space is the set of 8-bit strings. To store a file with given keywords (that are hierarchical concept words coming from the ontologies) in the DHT, the SHA-1 hash of each filename is generated, producing a 160-bit key K. In order to have more space in memory, we just get the first 2 characters of the string key.

Even though this seems a small value, we just put it an example of how our hashing process works while listing/inserting each new keyword. It implements a byte value for each new item in the range of “0 to 0xFF”. In order to provide synchronization between associated neighbour nodes a “put (NewHashValue, keyword)” is forwarded from any node.

This message updates hash tables located in each neighbour (Figure 4). The user starts with a single keyword query by using the device interface in Figure 1. This user interface enables the proper query formulation based on the semantics of mobile and corporate ontologies by using drop-down lists or automatic word completion features. Query word is broad-casted with the same message type through the overlay network until it reaches the single node responsible for key “keyword” as specified in its local hash table (LHT). This node knows where this query comes from by looking hash value which is 8000 in Figure 3. The first 2 digits (80) is the host ID (.128) and the last two digits are the query word (00=Company).

Let’s consider N_20 which is “Host ID=.240” checks its hash tables and discovers “keyword Company” is in HT_{20} not in its LHT. It ignores the query message and let N_{20} answers it by preparing another message directly to N_{20} as (keyword, related data).

DISCUSSION

Mobile applications must adapt to changing contexts and resource availabilities as they migrate from one environment to the next. The need of using mobile ontology in a corporate domain is primarily motivated by the desire of having a common vocabulary for the mobile corporate devices. This common vocabulary is intended to be used by different sub-ontologies and components so that they can communicate with each other. Based on the detailed information in the device profile, personalized adaptive mobile knowledge management system can deliver or transfer necessary context and content to the users. Organizations run “need to know” access rights to their networked resources since their mobile users have different levels of security clearances in a mobile business environment. The exchange of business
information among employees in different departments requires that the whole system should operate with various levels of classified data. The mobile ontology should be managed as a collaborative effort among the major players in mobile communications area, such as operators, manufacturers, and scientific community.

**Conclusion**

We have presented the architectural framework of Shared Corporate Data Extraction (SCDE) that allows us to use a corporate and mobile ontology in the centralized server side and an automated hashing mechanism in the client side. We have studied the combination of two developing research areas Semantic Web and information Extraction. It should be noted here that taking into account of the variety of different user groups and requests, Corporate and Mobile Ontologies may become a basic core of structures that will be easily extensible to different user and device profiles such as "Researcher", "Professor", "Student", "Architect", "Device Features" etc. Users generally have no idea about their networking domain terminologies and can not easily find necessary information that they need. We tried to make a user friendly web information service by a template query builder that can provide users an effective information retrieval process. Considering that user's personal ontology contains information for the user and domain of interest, s/he should be able to manipulate and update it easily.

Our proposed model successfully formulates effective search queries based on hierarchical concepts in the semantic architecture and a previously determined user profiles. It improved the effectiveness of document indexing mechanisms. Overall, we thought we were able to discuss about the current mobile application trends and mobile semantic approaches from our application point of view. In a peer-to-peer collaborative environment, mobile networking devices exchanged and utilized their potential information resources by an effective discovery mechanism based on device identifications and
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). Ontologies also enabled us to gather and analyze personal and corporate data. The conceptual idea and applicable algorithm in our manuscript gives the idea of hash-based extraction which also uses the intelligent location discovery of peer nodes in XML based message envelope. An applicable user interface for semantic searches can be improved by software engineers as a promising future work. The increasing number of mobile devices in a corporate domain requires new addressing descriptions in XML-based message envelopes.
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